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- July 18th – Colorado Springs 01s013r0
  www.scsita.org/STATech
- Parallel SCSI roadmap to 2012 - 01s001r2, 2X2Y (twice the performance every 2 years) adopted for Ultra640 to Ultra5120 SCSI.
- Review of the STA Marcom roadmap
- Ultra640 SCSI Key issues, restrictions and guidelines presentation was developed 01s014r1
- Bill Petty review of lab test on configurations
STA General

• STA

  – DISKCON is coming up in San Jose next week
  – Product data base allows non STA member product listings for a fee
  – Ultra640 marketing Issues were reviewed at the last meeting.
  – Several Articles published, RTC, CTR, EDN, IEEE
  – Next STA General meeting – Sept 13th 1:30PM–Huntington Beach